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AFFIN Bank Group & Moody’s Analytics awarded Liquidity Risk Technology
Implementation of the Year for 2017 in The Asian Banker Risk Management
Awards 2017


AFFIN Bank Group achieves more efficient analysis and reporting



Implementation of Moody’s Analytics solutions provides the bank with growth
opportunities through more informed decision making



Solutions improve risk awareness and culture across different business units

Singapore June 9th 2017— AFFIN Bank Group & Moody’s Analytics received the award
for The Liquidity Risk Technology Implementation of the Year in The Asian Banker Risk
Management Awards 2017. The awards ceremony was held in conjunction with the
prestigious Asian Banker Future of Finance Summit 2017, the foremost annual meeting for
decision makers in the financial services industry in the Asia Pacific region, held at the MAX
Atria@Singapore EXPO, Singapore.
AFFIN Bank Group achieves more efficient analysis and reporting
The implementation of the Moody’s Analytics RiskAuthority™ solution allows for more
accurate and more granular calculations from the data captured. This enables more timely
reporting and the full, end-to-end automation of the bank’s submission process.
Implementation of the Moody’s Analytics solution for Asset & Liability Management
provides the bank with growth opportunities through more informed decision-making
The implementation of the Moody’s Analytics RiskConfidence solution for Asset & Liability
Management allows AFFIN Bank Group to perform more frequent and granular data
analytics, placing them in a better position to monitor and manage their risk exposures and
take early corrective action when required. The bank can leverage the analytics generated
from the system to make more confident decisions, resulting in business growth.
The solutions improves risk awareness and culture across different business units
The Moody’s Analytics solutions offer a single reference point for risk data and build a
common and shared understanding across risk, finance, treasury and other business units. The
risk appetite and exposures are more clearly understood by the relevant parties, leading to
better alignment and cohesion in pursuing goals and enhancing risk awareness within the
bank.
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About The Asian Banker
The Asian Banker is the region’s most authoritative provider of strategic business intelligence
to the financial services community. The company is headquartered in Singapore, with
offices in Manila, Malaysia, Hong Kong, Beijing, and Dubai, as well as representatives in
London, New York, and San Francisco. It has a business model that revolves around three
core business lines: publications, research services, and forums.
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